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Artistic Director & Choreographer  |  TSAI Po-cheng

Original Music & Sound Design  |  Rockid LEE

Set & Light Designer  | Otto CHANG

Graphic Designer  | Johnson WANG

Production Manager  | YI Yen-ling

Rehearsal Director  | CHANG Sheng-ho

Producer  | SUN Chia-fang

Assistant to Production  | LIAO Kuan-shiang

Dancers  | CHANG Chieh-chih, LO Li-an, WANG Yu-hung, TSENG 

Wen-yu, CHOU Hsin-chieh, WU Yu-Chi, TSENG Hsing, CHANG Yu, 

LIU Ming -hsuan, CHANG Chen-ning, YEH Shu-han, LIU Chieh-wen

Videographer  | HO Meng-hsueh

Underwater Videographer  | Lorenzo PIERUCCI

Photographer  | CHOU Mo

Photographer  | HO Chao-sheng

Tailoring  | Mei-feng Studio

60
Duration is 60 minutes without intermission.

2023.10.21 Sat.  14:30
2023.10.22 Sun. 14:30

Weiwuying Playhouse
Weiwuying Online Questionnaire

 B.DANCE

ABYSS

  Lorenzo PIERUCCI      



 Synopsis

B.DANCE is proud to present its 10th Anniversary production ABYSS, featuring TSAI Po-cheng's 

trademark fusion of Eastern and Western movement and cultural elements. The new piece is a 

visual and aural spectacle that embodies TSAI's view of human desire as a gravitational pull from 

the abyss. For his new creation, TSAI worked closely with Rockid LEE, winner of the 2022 Golden 

Horse Award for Best Sound Effects, who integrated traditional Taiwanese instruments with post-

modern electronic music to create the score. His long-time collaborator, stage and lighting designer 

Otto CHANG, envisioned a parallel space-time, turning the stage into the chaos of an upside-down 

ocean: the performers are briefly tossed out of the world, pulled into the abyss, seeking for a faint 

light at the bottom  The intertwining of dance, sound and stage design stirs a wave, a swell of 

emotions that leaves a mark deep into our heart, into our consciousness.

Artists Introduction

TSAI Po-cheng

2014 2018 tanz

2020

Introdans 2021

2022 

TSAI Po-cheng, a professional dance artist, from Kaohsiung, Taiwan, is the founder and current 

artistic director of B.DANCE. 

From 2014 to 2019, he presented several original pieces to the international dance circles as 

touchstones and received high praises along with 4 gold medals and 1 silver medal from multiple 

choreography competitions around the world. In 2018, tanz, a German magazine, included TSAI as 

one of the 2017/2018 most promising young choreographers around the world. TSAI was selected 

as the "best emerging choreographer of the year" by the France National Board of Performance Arts 

in 2020 and one of the "Ten Outstanding Young Persons" in Taiwan in 2021.

B.DANCE

2014

27 98 273

B.DANCE, founded in 2014, is an independent contemporary dance company in Taiwan. B.DANCE 

has been devoted to promoting original works in performance arts created by the young generation 

in Taiwan and following its philosophy of "bringing Taiwan to the world and bringing the world 

to Taiwan", visited 98 cities in 27 countries for 273 performances while expanding the markets in 

Europe and the international network, in hopes of bringing a new trend of thoughts to the ecology of 

arts in Taiwan to make the culture and art industry more diversified.
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